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JAY H. JASANOFF

The Position of the l!i-Conjugation
§ 1 Although the Hittite verbal system presents many problems for IE
comparative grammar, no morphological category of Hittite has proved so resistant
to historical analysis as the hi.conjugation. The synchronic position of this formation
is well·lmown. All non·deponent verbs in Hittite belong descriptively to one of two
fonn.classes: the "~i.conjugation", characterized by the endings -mi, -Ai, -zi in the
present singular active, and the "hi.conjugation", characterized by the endings
-hi (OR -he), .ti, .il . The distinction between the two types is maintained in the
preterite singular, where the corresponding endings are -(n)un, -A (-I), -I (mi-conj.)
and ·bun, -(§)ta, -§(Ia) (bi·conj.); it is effaced, however, in the plural, where both
mi- and hi.verbs show the endings -weni, -teni, -anzi in the present and -wen, -ten,
-er in the preterite 2 • From a functional point of view the two conjugations cannot
be meaningfully distinguished: hi-verbs, like mi-verbs, may be transitive or intransitive, and eventive or stative (cf. waki 'bites' beside kuenzi 'kills', aN 'arrives'
beside merzi 'disappears', iakki 'knows' beside eki 'is'). Both groups includ~, beside
athematic root presents, presents equipped with a variety of consonantal and
vocalic suffixes (of. iarrai 'transgresses', dai 'puts', la!J:ui cpours', iyan'TULi 'proceeds',
hppiyabbi <purifies'; anniyaz(z)i 'performs' , daJkizzi 'takes (iter.r, hatrQizzi 'writes',
arnuz(z)i 'brings', marieAzi 'becomes false').
The identity of the mi-series of endings with ihe endings o( the IE. athematic
active, and the overall comparability of the mi-conjugation with the IE active
present, have been recognized since the very beginning of Hittite studies. The general
affinities of the bi.endings are known also: Hitt. obi, -Ii, .i strikingly recall both the
IE perfect endings *-h 2e, *-th2e, *-e and the oldest forms of the middle endings, which
in the 1-3 sg. and 3 pI. differed only in vocalism from those of the perfect (cf. J. Kury-

lowicz, BSL 33, 1-4 (1932); Chr. S. Stang, NTS 6, 29ff. (1932)). Serious obstacles,
however, stand in the way of a direct identification of the present of the hi-c.onjngation with either the IE perfect or present middle. The perfect denoted a state
in the parent language (cf. Ved. vida, Ok. (f).las, Go. wait 'knows'; Ok. V-<~.vs
'intends', Lat. meminit 'remembers', Go. man 'thinks'), but stative hi-verbs are
neither especially numerous nor associated with roots which can be shown to have

formed perfects in Indo-European (ef. below). A straightforward derivation of the
bi-conjugation from the middle is not easily reconciled with the fact that the middle

remains a living category in Hittite, with endings (-!Ja(ri), -ta(ti), -(I)a(ri), etc.)
which contrast in both form and function with those of active lJi- verbs.

§ 2 Indo·Europeanists have long been aware of these difficulties, and have
repeatedly sought ways to. circumvent them. Despite its weaknesses, the view that
the bi~conjugation is the lineal descendant of the IE perfect is so widely held at
1 I shall ignore, as basically irrelevant to our discUssion, the fact that certain Hittite
verbs hesitate between the two conjugations or show a mixture of mi· and lvi-forms.
Such cases are only to be expected in a language recorded over 8 period of half a millennium; in general the two classes are systematica.lly distinguished.
I Similarly, there is nO difference between mi- and b-i.verbs in the middle.
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*.sti to sigmatic' aorists- in *-st, nor has Ge~airic'-back-form.edpresentsi n 3 sg: *-ei

present that it may fairly be termed the «~dard" theory. ItS most important
recent eXponent is H. Eichner, Flexion und Wortbildung 7Hf.3, who assumes that

to strong preterites in *_e 1 •
In short. the theory that the bi-conjugation continues the IE perfect can only
be described as inadequate. Its relatively wide acceptance is due less to any striking
merits of its own than ~ the apparent absence of serious alternatives.

in early Anatolian, as, e. g., in Italic and Germanic, the perfect acquired the value
of a resultative preterite: forms such as 1 sg. *akba thus came to mean '1 have died'
from earlier '1 am dead, u.6v-tjy.e:t'. Preterites of this type, characterized by the
endings *·ba, *-ta, *-e in the singular and *-er in the 3 pI.; merged semantically,
in Eichner's view, with the inherited preterite class in *-m, *-8, *-t (3 pI. *-(e)nt).
The t'Wo formations were then free to compete, and the type in *-lJa was extended
to roots which had never formed perfects in Indo-European. EventuaJly, preterites
in -ba came to be provided with analogical presents in *-bai, *-tai, *-ei; a. model
'"-for this development was furnished by the preterites in 1 sg. *-m, which corresponded
to presents in *-mi, *-si, *-ti. There thus arose a second complete conjugational
class. The present endings *-bai, *-tai, *·ei developed regularly to ·bi (-he), _ti, -i,
while the preterite endings *-ba and *-e were ultimately replaced by -[run and -8.
In the plural, where the distinction between the two types was lost, -ami « *-(e/o)nti)
and -er became the general endings of the 3 pI. present and preterite, respectively.
Eichner's reconstruction of the hi-conjugation endings as *-bai, *-tai, *-ei is
certainly correct4 , and, if accepted, his theory would adequately account for the
non-stative value of most hi-verbs. Yet it is difficult to believe that the Anatolian
perfect could ever have been as productive as Eichner supposes. Unlike other IE
languages in which the perfect has spread as a preterite, Hittite lacks unambiguous
relic forms like *wetbi 'I know' (cf. Go. u;ait) or *{me)manbi 'I remember' (of. Go.
man); strictly speaking, there is no unassailable evidence for the perfect in Anatolian
at aJ]5. Moreover, since Eichner's theory explains the vast majority of hi-presents
as back-formations from secondarily created ba-preterites, it showd' be possible,
if his explanation is correct, to identjfy individual instances in which an IE·athematic
active (mi.)prese:l:lt has been transferred, via its preterite, to the [zi-conjugation.
Such cases do not exist: it is significant that the Hittite correspondents of Yed.
d.sti 'is', dUi 'eats', eli 'goes', vd#i 'wants', sd.sti 'sleeps' and Mnti (slays' are eki.·
ezzazzi, (pa)izzi, wekzi, 8e8zi and kuenzi" rather than. *a.si, *ati, *(pa)i, *wakki, *.faJi
and/or *kuani6 • And it is doubtful, even granting Eichner's initial assumptions,
whether the hypothetical preterite type.in *-ba could have led to the creation of a
present class in *-hai. In no other IE language has the contrast between primary
and secondary endings been productively extended as the sole device for distinguishing
presents from preterite forms; Slavic, for example, has not created presents in 3 sg.

§ 3 Proponents of the view that the basic affinities of the hi-conjugation are with
the middle rather than the perfect have been hard·pressed to explain the fact, already noted, that the endings ·!Ji, -ti, -i are synchronically active a.nd contrast with
middle forms in -ba(Ti), -ta(ti), -(I)a(Ti). Rosenkranz' theory (JKF 2, 339ff. (1953»
that oppositional and non·oppositional (deponent) middles were formally distinguished in Indo-European and that the bi-conjugation originally consisted of middles
of the latter type. is not unreasonable from an a priori point of view; it is flatly
contradicted, however, by the fact that some of the best established IE deponents,
snch as "kei(t)o 'lies' (cf. Ved. saye, Ok. ",,<<<), "(h,).,(t)o 'sits' (cf. Ved. list" Ok.
~<rrGu) and *ttis(t)o 'wears' (cf. Yed. vd.ste) correspond not to hi-verbs, but to de·
ponents in Hittite (cf. kitta(ri), dtan, we!ta). K Neu's derivation (Studies Palmer
239ff.) of both the bi-conjugation and the middle from an IE category which he
calls the "medio-perfect" is likewise unable to account for such agreements, and
involves questionable assumptions about the antiquity of the middle as well.
Even less credence can be placed in the view, first put forth by F. Hrozuy in 1917
(Die Sprache der Hethiter, 101; see also W. Couvreur, Annuaire de I'Institut de
Philologie et d'Histoire Orientales et Slaves 4, 551 ff. (1936»), that the endings of the
[zi~conjugation ultimately derive from those of IE thematic presents like *bhire/o4ca.rry' and *1,Ji.ghe/o- 'convey. TO'be sure, a. significant number of [zi.verbs. such as
.furra- 'transgress' and arrar 'wash' are to all appearances thematic. ·Of these, however
only one (neya~ 'lead'; cf. Ved. ndya,. 'id.') can plaUsibly be regarded as the reflex
of an inherited form 8 ; it would clearly be artificial to suppose that the numerous
and well-entrenched athematic verbs of the hi-conjugation have simply taken their
endings from the thematic type. The evident connection between Bitt. ·bi and the
thematic 1 sg. in *-6 < *-Oh2 must be explairied, but not in the manner envisaged
by Hroz.,y.
§ 4 The difficulty of deriving the hi-conjugation from any traditionally recognized
category of Indo-European has been seen by W. Cowgill, who in a paper presented
at the 1974 Winter Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America attempted to
I choose these examples because both Slavic and Germanic appear prehistorics.lly
8 single ''preterite'' category.
Note that in Indo·Iranian and Greek, where the contrast between the primary and secondary endings is of considera.ble descriptive importance, the augment is employed'
in the secondary tenses as &. redundant mark of their preterital value.
This argument is not seriously vitiated by the fact that a small number of IE root
aOloists, such as *dMhl-t 'put', appear to ha\-·e been provided with primary endings in
Hittite (cf. tezzi 'says'). Once the imperfect and aorist had merged, in Anatolian, the
creation of occasional aorist·presents would have been all but inevitable.
8 Even here there are phonological problems.. IE *(hl)ej-e/o- 'go, proceed' is the source
of ·Hitt. iya- 'march'; consequently, in order to derive neya- from *neih".e/o- it would
be necessary to assume that IE *ei became *? in Anatolia.n before the loss of postvocalic
·hI and/or *ha, and that in secondary hiatus this vowel subsequently merged with Bitt.
e rather than with i. Neither assumption, so far as I am a.ware, can be independently
motivated.
7

Almost identieaJ. views ere offered by E.Risch in the same volume, pp. 247-258;
see also J. Kurylowicz, Proc. VIII Int. Cong. Ling. 239ft'.
II See especially W. Cowgill, Proc. XI Int. Congo Ling. 565f. That the -i of the !Ii.
endings continues a diphthong was shown by B. Rosenkranz, Jahrbuch fQr Kleinasiati.
sche ForschWlg 2, 339-49 (1953).
, Such evidence is certainly not provided by the Luvian 1 sg. pret. in -l!a: since the
corresponding 3 sg. ending is ·W « *_&0; cf. OIr. impf. 3 sg. "berea < *bhereto) it is at
least possible that the LuVian preterite is based on an old middle paradigm.
.
S Similarly, the Hittite -nasal.i..nfiX verbs (typelJ,arnikzi 'destroys') and nu-verbs
(type amuz(z)i 'brings'), which indubitably continue IE athema.tic presents in *-mi,
*-Bi, ~-ti, belong exclusively to the mi.conjugation. The prehistory of the lti.conjugation
type Ul. -anna.f-amni(ya)- (cf. iyannai 'proceeds', 3 pI. iyanniyanzi) is obscure; a direct
companson with the Sanskrit ninth cless (cf. kri:1Jati 'buys' < *-m!h2·ti) is phonologically
impossible.
3
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importantly for our pr~ent purposes, however, the type in''''-k26 also included athematic presents of several distinguishable varieties (see §§ 7-11 below); these, with
the addition of the *-i of the hie ei nunc, directly yielded the basic subclasses of the
hi-conjugation.
~ Put very simply, I propose to see in the bi.conjugation the direct "formal and
ftmctional continuant of an IE category - one 'which, for want of a better term,
I shall refer to below as the "*h26-conjugation"u.

explain" "the bi-conj'ugationwithin the fram.ework of .the. Indo.;B1ttite hypothesis.
In Cowgill's scheme, both the bi-conjugation and the IE perfect represent different
developments of a single Indo-Hittite denominative type, which became associa.ted
with "te1ic" roots in Hittite, but was specialized as a stative present in Indo-European
proper. This is not the place to criticize Cowgill's views, which have yet to be set
forth in extenso; for the moment, it should suffice to note that no "Indo-Hittite"
theory of the hi-conjugation can be seriously entertained until every possible explanation along more traditional lines has been considered and rejected. And as
we shall now see, there is one alternative theory which, though almost embarras.
singly simple, has never been accorded the attention it deserves.

§ 6 There are, of course, a number of apparent difficulties with this hypothesis,
most notably the fact that outside the thematic conjugation the putative type in
*-h'jft is nowhere preserved in the non·Anatolian languages. But this, in the last
analysis, is not very surprising. Athematic presents, as a synchronic type, are common only in Hittite and Indo-Iranian, and to a lesser degree in Greek, Balto·Slavic
and Tocharian. Everywhere outside AnatoliaiJ. the number of such presents has been
restricted, in most cases very severely; statistically, inherited athematic stems are
most frequently represented in the IE daughter languages by thematic presents
in "'-elo and *-i6/0-. Clearly, the same forces which operated to eliminate the mi·class
in the post-IE period would have worked to restrict the putative athematic type in
*-11. 2 6 as well. In the latter forms, however, there was an additional factor which
contributed to the instability of the inherited situation, namely, the coincidence of
the athematic 3 sg. in *-6 with the thematic ending of forms like "'Mire. Thus, there
would have been intense pressure for any athematic k2e-presents which survived beyond the early dialectal period to join the regular thematic type; as we shall see below,
it is chiefly in a thematic guise that the non-Anatolian reflexes of the k2e·conjugation
are attested.
Less serious, it seems to me, is the potential objection that Indo.European, if it
already had an active. type in *-mi, would have had no need for a second, end isofunctional type in *-h~. This argument is no more cogent for Indo.European than
it is for Hittite, where the mi- and bi conjugation endings exist side by side with
nO discernible difference in meaning. It is obviously tempting to speculate that the
k2e· presents of the parent la.nguage originaUy differed in some semantic particular
from their counterparts of the mi-conjugation (see § 12), but it is not necessary to
conclude from this that such a contrast was still operative at the end of the common
period.

§ 5 Virtually all previous attempts to interpret the Hittite verbal syatem have
assumed that the bi-conjugation is an innovation - a development of the perfect,
or of a. variety of the middle, or of the thematic conjugation, or of a hypothetical
Indo-Hittite formation such as that envisaged by Cowgill. Given the classical
reconstruction of Indo·European, it is easy to see why this assumption has imposed
itself: until recently, there has been no reason to doubt the traditional view that
the endings of the IE perfect (and ofMtiori those of the middle) were excluded from
the active of the present-aorist system in the parent language. In the past decade,
however, the legitimacy of this position has come into question. The work of C. Watkins ha.!! shown (Idg. Gr. III. 1, passim) that the thematic 1 sg. in ··ok2 did not arise
in late Indo-European 'as an isoJ.a.ted aberration for "regular" *-omi, but rather
belonged to an ancient inflectional type in which the 2 sg. and 3 ag. ended in *-etk2e
and *-6, respectively. Thus, the basic affinities of the classical thematic active appear
to have been with the perfect and the middle rather than with the athematic present
type in *-mi - a seem:iJ;lg .paradox with important consequences for the recon·
struction of the IE verbal system as a·,whole!tl. The thematic aorist may.~y
have .constituted a similar ca.tegory:under Watkins' analysis (op. cit., 00. 7), the
ending of forms like *y.idet 'found, saw" was originally produced by suffixing *-t to
an earlier 3 sg. in *-e.
Once the possibility is admitted that Indo.European had. active presents and
wrists with endings that belonged to the "k2-series" rather than the I'm_series",
a new and straightforward approach to the problem of the bi.conjugation suggests
itself. The IE present active, in my view, contained paradigms of two.kinds - those
characterized in the singular by the endings *-mi, *-Bi, "'-ti (3 pI. *-(e)mi), and those
·.th2" ••, (3 pI. ·.(t)T), traditioually regarded
characterized by the endings
as proper only to the perfect. Presents of the latter type included full-grade thematic
stems (·Mire/a-, ·"'the/o., etc.) as a special case; here the 1 ag. ending apparently
underwent shortening from *-Ok26 to *-oha within the common penod 10• More

··k""

§ 7 The above theory would be completely ad hoc if the only motivatl.on for
assuming presents in *-k26 in Indo-European were the existence of bi-verbs in Hittite.
But in fact there are several groups of presents in the non-Anatolian da.ughter
languages which have never been a.dequately explained, and which readily lend
"
themselves to analysis within the new framework.
We ma.y begin by considering the present of the root *melk r <grind' outside
Anatoliari. Thematic forms with o-grade are attested in Germanic (Go. malan,
Ger. maklen) and Baltic (Lith. moM., info malti), whil.J: ,.grade is found in Oldlrisb.
(melid) and, with the suffix ·_i</o., Slavic (oes meljQ, info mUti). It is impossible
to determine whether the -0- of Lat. mo~is original or continues earlier *-e-. Zero-

i It is important to stress that Watkins' reconstruction of the thematic paradigm
does not depend on his hypothesis that the thematic vowel originally spread from 3 ag.
forms like *bhere, where it was etymologically 8 desinenee. The theory advanced below
would tend weakly to argue against this view.
10 The thematic conjugation is ma.rked by other peculia.rities as well, e. g., the 3 pI.
in *-onti, wl1ich seems to have replaced a form with an r-ending within the common
period (c!. § 12). In the 3 sg., the appearance of *.8 for expected ."'·e-e (> *-e) is prob.
lematic: it is possible that forms like *bhire were athematic
an early period (c!. the
preceding note), but equally thinkable that they were originally nominal forms which
came to be integrated into the present system without an overt desinence. I think it
much less likely that a pre-IE lIfbMre·e could have been reduced to *bhere by an. inherited

11 A- somewha.t similar position was ~n forty y~a.rs ago by H. Pedersen, Hitt.
80-86, who posited a single m formation as the source of the .thematic c~njuga.~ion, th~
perfect and the o.i-conjugation. Ped~'s view of ~he ~e.e?-dings as b8Sl~Y U1~
tive, however, is clearly untena.ble j as It stands, his analYSis ca.nnot be senously !Il&lll'
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grade vocalism is found in Umbr. kumaltu ·commolito'. MW mol'll, and Arm. malem,
which reflect a stem *m/h:z.e/o-. To account for these forms, which evidently stand
apart from Ve<!. 3 sg. impv. nuznuzTtu and 2 sg. impv. mrQiM, A. Meillet, in a little.
noticed 1916 article (MSL 19, 18I-90) proposed to derive them from an IE athe_
matic root present *molhx-(*mola-)/*melhr/*mJh x-. This analysis is clearly still
the best available, and will be assumed in the discussion that followS 12 • Given our
current knowledge of the IE apophonic system, it may be surmised that *1Mlh r
and *melk r were respectively the strong and weak allomorphs of the inherited
present stem, while *m[hx- dialectally replaced *melh r in much the same way that,
e. g., 3 pI. mrjanti 'wipe' and 8tuvdnti 'praise' replaced *mdrjati and *8t4vati (cf.
3 'g. mdT§!i, stauti) in Vedic Sanskrit (cf. J. Narten, PTatidiinam, 1968, 12ff.)18.
The present of *melh r is by no means isolated. Several other twentieth-century
scholars have addressed the question of whether Indo-European had &. primary
present tJpe in *-0', the most important being R. Riersche, IF 68, 149ff. (1963)
and P. Gmchen, Di~ primiren Prasentien mit .a-Stufe in den idg. Sprachen (Diss.
Bresla~, 1905). The list of verbs that follows, comprising only a fraction of the valid
cases, IS largely taken from these sources; note the seemingly promiscuous interchange of *-0- and *-e- in the root, and of *-e!o-, *-ie/o- and occasionally zero in
stem-final position_
~bherkX": cf. 01 berj...k 'fight', Lith. bariJ. 'I sceld' (OLith. athem. barmi), OCS
borjQ 'I fight' with o-grade; Lat. feTiD, -rTe 'strike' with e-grade.
*bh<dh(k x )-": cf. OCS bodQ 'I stab', Lat. fodio, ·ere 'dig' (Ennius nom. pI. ptcp.
fode"'",) with *-0-; Lith. bedu 'I dig' with *-e-.
*gkeTUJh-: cf. Go. gaggan, 01 ganga 'go' with *,0,; Lith. ungiu 'I step' with *-e-.
Wa~kins (personal commUllication) compares also OIr. cingid 'steps'. from a rootvanant *!cengk-.
*gheu-: cr. Gk. X6(j) 'pile up' with *-0-; X€ciJ 'pour' with *-e~. Note further the athema~c s?bjunctive « present) of leu- 'poux' in Tocharian B, where o-grade in the
actIve SIngular (e. g. 1 sg. lcewu) contrasts with zero-grade, probs.bly replacing earlier
*-e· (cf. fn. 12), in the middle (3 sg. kutiiT).
*ghTebh·: cf. Go., ORG graban 'dig' with *'0-; OCS po-greb~ 'I dig' with *.e•.
*g>hedk-: cf. OIr. guidid, ·guid 'praJS' with *,0,; Lith. gedu, ·diiiu 'I long for'
OP jodiyiimiy 'I ask for' with *.e.. Note also perhaps OIr. me ara·n·negel (3 sg.), gl:
oramlo (M1.61 b I), with *ged. for *god. (cf. Watkins, IE Origina ofthe Celtic Verb 120).
*glJker_; cf. Lith. gariu, 3 p. gari 'burn', oes gM]p, 3 sg. goritl. 'id: with *-0-; Gk.
6€p 0 tL CXt 'I grow warm,' with *-e•. As argued in my Stative and Middle in IE, § 90,
~he s~e~-vowel .*-f- of the Balto-Slavic forms probably indicates an athematic 3 pI.
In *4nlt < *-!lh.

12

Alte,;natively , of cours~, ?ne might .attempt to derive the

0-

and a·grade present

~orms of rr:elh,x- from two diS!'lnct.fonnatlons in the parent language. But while such an
mterpretatlOn would be pOSSIble if *melhx- were an isola.ted lexical item it will not

account forthe .sys~m8~ic tendency of all o-grade presents to appear with e-gr~de by-forms
(see the foll~wmg hst). Oth~r p~opcised explanations of the *molhx-f*melhx-type, none
very persuaslve, a.re summa.n.zed In the works cited below.
13 The re~lace~~nt ?f "wea:k" full-grade forms by forms with zero-grade is a commonplace of IE hngwstlc history; It ca.n be exemplified in every branch of the family. For the
ablaut *molhx·f*melh r compare IE *pod-/*ped- 'foot' (cf. J. Schindler BSL 7 31ff
(1972)).
'
,.
14 For the reconstruction with a laryngeal see § 9.
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*(h1)eigh-: of..theHesychian gloss e(xe-rGn 'orXe1'rXt 'departs'. The root *(k1)eighis an enlarged form of *(kl)ei- 'go'.
*h211"gS.: cf. ORG waksan, 01 vaxa, vexa « *waksjan) 'grow' with *,0-; Gk.
&.(f)E~0fLt£L '1 grow' with *-e-. The root is an 8-enlarged form. of *k2eug- 'increase'.
*kjeu-: cf. Arm. c'ogay 'I went', 3 pI. c'ogan « *kiOlIQto)", perhaps also Gk.
GOUfLt£L 'I rush', with *-0-; Gk. acl0tLlXL (3 sg. also GEU'IXL) 'I hurry', Ved. cytivate
'goes off' with ~-e-.
.
*"enk.: cf. Go 1uJkiP, ORG kiihit « *hankip) 'hangs (tr.)', ORG haTUJet « *han.
gaip) 'bangs (intr.)', Lat. cundor, .iiri'delay' (presupposing an underlying *cencor,
-i) with *-0-. No e-gradeforID.s are directly attested, but an earlier athematic paradigm
is suggested by the unpalataJized velar of Skt. Saukate 'hesitates' (for *sankte or
*sanke).
*ne.s-:
Toch. B ne.sa1]1 (athem.) 'is' with *-0-; Gk. V€0tLCXL II return home', Go.
ganisan 'be saved' with *-e-. For the semantics of the Tocbarian form compare
Gk. m1=«' 'is' < 'goes' (: Ve<!. ciirtUi).
*terp-;- of. Go ga-jJarban sik (3 sg. •aijJ) 'abstain from', Toch. A tsarwatiir 'is confident' with *-0- j Gk. 't'€p'ltOtLClL 'I rejoice' with *-e-. On the Germanic a.nd 'J'ocharian
forms, which point to a 3 sg. ·toryO(T), see SMIE § 70.
*J!<Ih,g.: cf. OE wealcan 'roll, turn over', Tach. B woloktiiT (athem.) 'stops' (cf.
NE 'turns in') with *-0-. Further evidence for an athematic present is provided by
the unpalatalized velar of Ved. valgati 'jumps' although, as in the case of *!cenk(see above), no forms with e-grade are directly attested. The root-form *1Jelhd- is
presumably an enlargement of *v-el(kx)- 'turn'.

cr.

§ 8 For Meillet. in 1916 the a~u:p1ption of an ablauting paradigm in *-o-/*-efor t~e verbs above implied the original existence of active sinooular forms in *·mi,
*~8i, *-ti. Note, however, that a paradigm in *-k 2e, *-th 2e, *-e would be equally
compatible with the view of the IE verbal system presented in §§ 5-6. Moreover,
such a reconstruction would explain the failure of the *molhx-f*m&h x- class to show
overt mi-forms in Indo-Iranian and Greek: in place of direct reflexes of *ghOuti,
*(h1 )6ighti, *htii'lgsti, *kj6uti, *"mldi, *n<5sti, *t6rpti and *1!&h,gti these languages
a.ttest only forms which are thematic or middle, or bothu .
It is Hittite, however, that supplies the decisive evidence for the reconstruction
of a paradigm in *-h2e. As is well-known, Hittite has athematic verbs in which a
strong stem in -a- alternates with a weak stem in -e-, and these belong exclusively
to the hi-conjugation. There are five examples; ar-, er- -'come, arrive'; alal-, deS'settle (tr.)'; ba§., beJ- 'open'; k(a)rap., k(a)rip. 'eat, jreJJ8en'; ,;ak(k)-, ';ek(k)., 'know'.
(A sixth case, ak(k). 'die', shows ablaut only in the late pret. 3 pI. okiT and probably
did not originally belong here.) These verbs have always presented difficulties.
Under the theory that the hi.conjugation continues the perfect it is easy to account·
for the apparent o-grade of the strong forms, but not for the ·e- of the weak forms;
Eichner's suggestion (op. cit., 87) that -e- was diffused from a reduplicated stem
*k1e-k1r- > er- (cf. Lat. emi < *kIe-kIm.) is unlikely in view of the absence. of re16 G; Klingenschmitt, in a. ~onal communication, has suggested that the -a- of the
Armenian passive aorist originated in the 3 pl., where *-1}to regularly gave -an.
U The athematic presents of OLith. bani and Toch. B neB- constitute only apparent
exceptions; see note 32. Among other o·grade presents, Lat. tQno, -ere (beside ton6re)
'thunder' has an apparent cognate in Ved. 2 eg. impv. ate/nihi. but the vocalism of tonO
has probably been influenced by that of sonO, -ere (beside sonare) 'sound' < *81!8Mx-.

~----_
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duplication in the corresp~n.ding stro~ .st~m ar.1'7. Other things being equal, it
would clearly be preferable to take the forms in question at face value, i. e., as inherited presents with *-o-/*-e- apophony and h2 e-inflection. The roots aT., haS. IS
~nd karap. easily lend themselves to comparison with the *molkx-J*mtlkx.- t~: ar-,
like Go. gangan. Gk. O[Xe:'t'oXL, Arm. c'ogay and Ved. vdlgati, is a verb of motion"
karap- is conceivably cognate with Go. graban and oes po-grebe (the 'original sens~
would then have been 'rummage'; compare NE (slang) grub 'food' from the same
root). Although stative in meaning, Aak(k). can be analyzed in the same way 19,
Only ~a,§•• with its exceptional intensive re4uplication. clearly represents a different
formation; I have already suggested (SIDE § 62) that it is to be compared formally
with Ved.. lel&!fa: (MS) .'wa,vers' and Go. reiTaip 'trembles', which appear to reflect
a type of mtensIve which inflected as a perfect in the parent language.
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have been a completely,straightforward development - far more easily intelligible,
in particular, than a derivation of the same forms from an earlier mi-conjugation

paradigm.
A similar case is presented by gangabbi '1 hang (tr.)', whioh invites identification
with the Germanic strong verb *hanha-n 'id:. We have already seen indications that
the thematic forms of *kenk- in Germanic and Vedic are late; traces of an originally
athematic paradigm in Hittite can be detected in. the verbal noun gankuwar 'weight'
and in the Old Hittite spellings 3 sg. ka-a-an-ki, 3 pI. ka-an-ka-an-zi, which suggest
a difference ofstress between singular and plural forms 23• The Hittite and IE facts can
easily be accounted for by assuming an IE singular paradigm *kdnk-k2e, *-th,.e, *-e.
The third Hittite bi-verb which corresponds to an *-o-/*-e.present elsewhere is
padda- (or pedda-") 'dig', the counterpart of Lat. fodio, OCil bode and Lith. bed".
Note that the graphic -dd- of this word. represents not [t], buYan authentic geminate
[ddJ, which" probsbly arose from an earlier sequence of stop + laryngeal (cf. m.kki'much' < *meg-h2-i-). Given the regularity with which "heavy" bi-conjugation roots
are thema'tized in Hittite, it would be attractively simple to derive padda- from an
IE type *bMdkhx-h2e, *-th 2e, *_e 25 •

§ 9 The ablauting verbs of the bi-conjugation are few in number and restricted
to stems ending in a single consonant. It is probable, however, that such verbs were
once .more com~on. ~~ots· of the s~ctUEe TERT-, for example, do not form. apo~
phomc presents m HittIte, but there IS every reason to believe that they were origin~y as capable of showing a,blaut as roots of the form TET-: the absence of paradigms of the type 3 sg. *TaRT·i : 3 pI. *TeRT·ami (*T~T-anzi) reflects nothing
more than the fact that before sequences of liquid or nasal + consonant IE *e, *0
and zero merged as Hitt. :ta 20. In effect, therefore, we should expect to find the
*molhx-/*melkx-type largely represented in Hittite by non-apophonic [Ii-verbs
with a-vocalism. At leaSt three such examples present themselves.
The fa~y of Lat. molo and Go. malan is represented in Hittite by malla- 'grind',
a thematIC verb of the [Ii-conjugation. The root-vocalism of this form. is ambiguous,
although the treatment of IE *-",x- as Hitt. ,11- makes it likely that *mo", - or
*. me~(~~-,
n
.
x
rat~er than *mJk x-, was the ablaut-grade of the preform. The thematio
inflection of malla-, like that of its Italic, Celtic, Germanic and Baltic cognates, is
cl~arl! secondary. It is not impossible that, as elsewhere in Indo-European, the
commdence of 3 sg. *mdlhx-e with thematic forms like *bhbe led to the establishment
?f a ~r~-Hittite thematic stem *m6lh r e/o-; the rarity of inherited thematic presents
m Hittite, h~wever, makes such an explanation less attractive for Anatolian than,
e. g., for Italic. But whatever the meohanism by which malla- was thematized it
is almost unthinkable that an athematic stem '*maU- could have survived: it a
little-discussed, though easily veri6ed fact that virtually aU Hittite hi-verbs with
roots in -U-, -rr- and -nn- are at least partly thematic, as are the ~jority of biverbs ~th root-final clusters of any kind 21. In effect, the creation of mallabbi,
mcllatt., mallai, etc." from inherited *mOlh,,-h,,(i), *mOlhrth,,(i), *mdlhr,(i) would

§ 10 mclla-, ganga-, podda-, aud perhaps karap-, are the only hi-verbs which
are directly equatable with o-grade presents elsewhere, bat ,a number of further
examples can be similarly interpreted. The Qi-verbs iJgar- 'stick, stab' and i#kalla'cut up' lie in the same semantic sphere ("violent action"; cf. Hiersche, op. cit.
155-6) as 'grind' (*molhx-/*mel/'r), 'dig' (*blwdh(h.)-j*bhedh(hxh *ghrobh-j*ghrebh-)
aud 'strike' (*bhorhx-/*bherh x-); the corresponding extra-Hittite forms (of. Gk...[po>,
Arm. k'erem 'cut'; Lith. skeliu, sldUi 'split') were probably originally athematic., .
and can reasonably be supposed to have belonged to the *-o-/*-e-type. Note. also
balta- 'chop' and barra,.. 'smash', which lack convincing etymologies 211 • Though less
well-marked semantically, the correspondences 8ip(p)and(a)· 'libate': Gk. CI1tiv!3oo
'id:, i8par(ra)- 'layout': Gk. am:£poo 'scatter' and war4- 'wipe off': Lat. uerro 'sweep'
may in principle reflect IE presents *apond-/*apenil-, *aporkl-/*sperhr and *yms-/
*y,ers·, respectively.
Thus, when due allowance is made for the incomplete state of preservation of the
*mclhx-/*mdhx-type outside Anatolian, the degree of correlation which can be
established between the probable continuants of this type in Greek, Germanic,
Balto-Slavic, etc. and root and thematic [Ii-verbs in Hittite is by no means insignificant. No regular relationship, on the other hand. can be observed between *molh;xpresents and verbs of the mi-conjugation; as we have already seen, forms of the type
*m6lk x -mi are attested neither in Anatolian nor elsewhere in Indo-European. The
natural inference, in my view, is that the [Ii-conjugation inflection of Hitt. ma1laand its congeners is an iDherited archaism.

is

17 Nor would it matter significantly if a derivation of M- from *hte-hlor. were phonologically possible: reduplication of the "perfect" type plays only 8 minor role in the
bi-conjugation, and there is no reason to believe it was inherited here.
lS Note that the weak stem!J&- must be analogical; ..htJ.es- and *haea- would both have
yielded Hitt. *ba8-.
'
U It is also possible, of course, that contrary to the usual pattern, iak(k)_ continues
an old perfect.
.
20 I use R to stand for any sQnorant, and T to represent any sonorant, obstruent or
laryngeaJ.
n In suoh cases it is not impossible that the thematic vowel was originally epenthetic.
.22 The 3 sg. in -ai is clearly analogical, reflecting the addition of the productive ending
-i to stem-final -a-. The thematic 3 ag. in *-ri would regularly have yielded -i, which is
in fact abundantly attested.
.

Z3 Compare the originally oxytone accentua.tion of Gmc. *1w:ngaip 'hangs (intr.)',
reflecting an earlier middle *fton7c6i; both Hittite and Germanic have evidently extended
the accentual.mobility of other athematic presents to the *molhx·I*~rtype·
2' The fust'syllable of-this verb is .always written with the sign pdt = pit; the true
rea.ding is not known.
.
... .
26 The possibility remains open, of course, that the laryngeal of this root was originaJIy
an enlargement parallel to the *-8- of OHG waMan and Gk. ~ol'4~.
U Similarly, arra- 'wash' corresponds semantically to an o·grade present in Greek
()'6Ct> < *l~~/o,); the root recurs in Taoh. Ayar- 'ba.the' « *(hl}erhx·)·

i
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§ 1l It is not my intention, of course, to claim.that a.ll Hittite hi. verbs- contfuue .
IE presents of the *molhrlmelkx.~type_Such a. claim, obviously fahe in any event,
would serve no useful purpose: one of the most attractive features of the present
theory is that. unlike other current views, it permits us to envisage more than one
IE stem-type as a potential source of hi-verbs in Hittite. At least two additional
classes of h2e-presents can in fact be identified in the parent language; 'We can do no
more than give a brief account of them here.
Hitt. labu- <poux'. an athematic verb of the hi-conjugation, is one of the clearest
examples in Hittite ?f a Hu-present": the unerlended root lab· is directly attested in
forms such as 2 sg.lmpv. lab. 1 sg. pret. labun and verbal noun liibuwar (= lah.
-war; labu- -warwouId ha.ve yielded *labum(m)ar). Presents containing an en1~rge
ment *-u- are known from other IE languages as well; in general, they are wellat~ste~ as athematic middles (cf. Ved. tarute 'overcomes', Gk.lpu!L«t 'I save'), but
ordinarily form thematic actives (cf., from the same roots, Ved. ttirvati 'overcomes'
Av. ka:urvaiti 'protects'). Thus, the thematic type in *-ye/o- appears at least in part
to occ~py .the structural position of an athematic active.. Significantly, it is marked
by heSItatIOn between full- and zero-grade root-forms; the clearest example is the
IE wor~ for 'live', which appears as *g>Jih:J-'lje/o- in Indo.Iranian (Ved. jivati), Italic
(Lat. ",uo) and Balto·Slavic (OPr. 2 sg. giu:asse,
live), but as *9"iika-lI"lo- in
G~k (~~C<)) and Tocharian (B 3 sg. saiT(l < *sa.w'd-). An earlier athematic formation
WIth apophony is probably indica.ted, and in view of the almost universal establishment of.thematic inflection in the daughter la~ouages, it is attractive to assume that
the '";dmgs of the original pa;a~ ..-ere tbose of the hze-series (3 sg. *g'Jjika-'!f-e,
3 pl.. g¥~h3-y.-.b (or *gt'iha-'j,f-enh; see below)). Under such an analysis Hitt. 3 sg.
la!J:ut would directly continue an inherited *lih z_y._e(i)21.
Indo-European .appears also to have had a present. type·in *-i-, which plays a
much more COnspICUOUS role in Hittite. As is well-known, & number of IE roots in
*-~~x- form Hittite presents in 3 sg. -ai, 3 pI. -iyanzi; a representative example is
~~ 'p~ts' (\sg. OR tebbe < *daibbe, 2 sg. aaiHi), 3 pI. tiyanzi (I pI. tiyaweni, 2 pI.
dait~m) <. ~hehl-' The apophony which these verbs show cannot be explained as
a~ mner.Hlttlte ?evelopment 28 j it is probably an inherited. feature, and can be
gIven a ~tural ~terpreta~on under the h 2e-conjugation theory. In the parent
language, m my. new, certam roots of the structure TEH- formed presents of the
type 3 sg. TeH-j-e, 3 pI. TH-i-b (-enti). In Hittite, where this class was extended
to. inclu~e the m~jority of Tl!!.!!.roots~.preforms of the type *dMJ~I-i-ei developed
(~t~e m~e~te stage *delt) to den; forms such as 1 sg. *dMhl-i-h2ei and 2 sg.
dheh~-t-th2et: WhICh woul~ regularly have given *ti!Joe and *tiUi, were analogically
pronded WIth the VOcalism of the 3 sg.29. Occasionally, as in the case of iShtii,

.. -;::;;

oes

30 The zero-grade stem-alternant is perha.ps to be identified in the Vedic present stem
s(i)ya_ 'bind', which, however, is restricted to injunctive and modal functions. The
clearest case of an i.present outside Hittite is *dhehl-i-/*dhhl-i. 'suck'; cf. from the strong
stem Latv. deju 'I suck', Arm. diem tid.'. OUG taen 'suckle', and, from the weak stem,
01 dia 'suck'. Note also Ved. dMyati 'sucks'; here the metathesized zero·grade *dhihl-,
which regularly replaced *dhhli- before consonants (cf. Winter, Evidence for Laryngeals ll
192f.), appears to have led to the introduction of a new 3 sg. *dMihl-e in place of inherited *dMhl-j·e.
Other Hittite verbal types which seem originally to have contained an athematic
i-element may be illustrated by wallJannai 'plays (a musical instrumenW, 3 pI. wallwn-niyami'(*-ne1"2-i·/*-nhz·i-); memai 'speaks', 3 pI. me:miyanzi (with intensive reduplication;
cf. perhaps Ved. intens. ptcp. mbnia/, 'bleating') piddai 'runs', 3 pI. piddiyami (*pte1"2.i./

.

21 An obvious.diffi~ulty.is prase?-ted b:y Hitt..tar"b-uzzi 'is able', which belongs unambig~ously to the mt·conJugation. It IS not unposslble, however, that this form. reflects the
~uence of. the co~sponding unextended 3 sg. tarl!zi; note also tha.t the causatives
~ -nu_, whlC~ COnstitute the overwhelming majority of Hittite verbal stems in -'I.'-

*pt~-i·).

~nflect.acco~g to the ~-conjugat~on. Greek ~ppea.rs .to lack ~~tive forms of the typ~
e:=~' ArmeDJ.8:Il verbs like.gelum I turn' qmte pOSSlbly contmue m,iddles like Ved.
28 Middle Hittite fo~ like 1 pI. piu:eni, ltalziu:eni establish ·i(y)-ami as the histori.
c~y c?rrect segmentation olthe 3 pI. in -~y~i. It is thus not possible to regard tiyaweni,
tiy:em'&, etc. ~ transfer forms from an onginally autonomous *ie/o-paradigm.
Alternatively, one could speculate that ddi was reanalyzed as root dai- + ending -s
and that the new stem was then extended to the other strong forms.
'

-iyanzi <bind', a Hittite present oJ the_da.i-·type corresponds to a "long-diphthongal"
root outside Anatolian (cf. Ved. perf. 3 sg. si~tiya < sa.· 'bind', Lat. saeta 'bristle',
etc.). It is tempting to suppose that the *-i- which optionally characterizes such
roots originated in inherited presents like *skzehx-i-/*skJi,ri-, which were reanalyzed
as root formations at an early period. Outside Hittite the athematic inflection of the
type in *-i- was ultimately lost, the3sg. in *-j-e serving as the starting point for the
creation of a complete thematic paradigm in *_ie/o. 80•
§ 12 It has been stressed throughout the preceding discussion that the k2e-verbs
of Late Common Indo-European were synchronically active presents, distinguishable
formally. but not functionally, from the traditionally recognized active types in
*-mi. Despite its seeming novelty, the resulting picture of the IE verbal system is
typologically quite unremarkable, and accounts in a relatively Simple way for· a
va.riety of independently troublesome facts.
.
It is clear, however, that the identity of the h2e-conjugation endings with those.
of the perfect, and the resemblance of the perfect endings, in turn, to those of the
middle, raise important questions about the relationship of the h2e.oonjugation to
these two categories. Unfortunately, the only technique by which the prehistory
of the IE verbal system can be recovered is internal reconstI1lction, and the line
which separates this method from mere guesswork must in the present case be a thin
one. The remarks that follow, therefore, are intended less as firm conclusions than
as tentative hypotheses, to be revised or replaced as needed.
A rea.sona.ble inference from our results thus far is that the classical IE perfect
originally constituted yet another type of k2e-conjugation present, formally similar
to the *molhx-/*melhx-class but differing from it in sh.owing reduplication 31• :By the
close of the common period, however, the special semantic stat~ of the perfect must
have set it sufficiently far apa.rtfrom the other h2t-present- types to guarantee it &
distinctive development in the daughter languages: while reflexes of the IE perfect
retain features of their inherited inflection almost everywhere, presents like *molhx-/
*melh x-, as we have seen, are characteristically thema.tized or replaced by forms in
*_je/o- 32 _ It is not unlikely that the beginnings of this formal divergence date from

+

+
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31

It would then be attractive to regard the zero-grade of the weak forms ofthe perfect

as havirig supplanted an earlier e-grade; the presence of a reduplicating syllable would
have been conducive to such 8 replacement. H, as often assumed, reduplication in. the
,-

perfect· was at first merely facultative, there would originally have been no formal difference between simple durative presents like *gtfhm·/*g'/Jher_ 'burn' and perfects of the
classically reconstructed type.
31 In Tocharian, however, the h2e·conjugation endings of the 2 sg. (*.thte > A -Ui(r),
B -ta(r)) and 3 sg. (*·e > A -d(~), B -a(1]1-), with analogicaJ. absence of pala.talization) were

the late common period; in particular, the appearance of Hitt. -anzi for expec~d
*-en ~ the 3 pI. p:es..o~ the [ri-conjugation suggests the possibility of an IE replace.
ment

-(t)r .... '-(e)m, m the h2e.present types, parallel to the introduction of
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*-onti for original *-or in the 3 pl. of the thematic conjugation (see Die Sprache 23,

167f.. (1977» and to. the partial substitution of *-nto for *-ro in the 3 pI. middle33.
It 15 less easy to mterpret the relationship of the hze-conjugation, including the
perfect. as a sUb~ype, to the present middle. Although no proof is strictly possible,
I find It convement to suppose that the hze-coniugation and middle endings were
on~ identical, and t~at, ~ suggested in SIDE §47, the contrast between the 3 sg.
en~ *-e (h2f-conJugatlOn) an~ *.0 (middle) was originally concijtioned by the
poSItIon of the IE accent, *-e bemg properly the post-tonic variant of *.0 3 •• What
if any, .was the basic function of this pre-IE "hze·series" of en~as is difficult ~
determme3.5. It would follow, however,that well within the common period. *-0
alone. ca~e to be associated with the values traditionally termed "middle" in
the histoncal languages, and that in these values it was extended to environments
where only *-e was phonologically regular36. The result would have been a
morphological split. into two categories: the middle proper (3 sg. *-0, later
also *-to), charactenzed by fixed accentuation, invariant root-vocalism and "mar~ed" diathesis~l7; and the hze-conjugation (3 ag. *-e), characterized by root-accented
~ar forms, paradigmatic ablaut and unmarked, or Uactive" voice. Under such
an mterpretation the h,ze-conjugation would not at first have had active value· it
could properly be described as a "middle declasse".
'
seemingly retained and extended to all athematic presents; at.hematic verbs like A
~-.' B mao 'be' t.hus do ~ot co:nsti~ute e~dence for a mi-pres!Olnt in Indo-European.
Simila;ly, the I sg. athematIc ending ill BaltIC ("'·mai) appears to rest. on a. contamination
of *-a" « *-~ei) and "'-mi; it is proba.ble that here too cettain a.thematic hze-presents
suc:h as *bhorhr/*bherh x " (Lith. barU, OLith. 3 p. bani), merged 'With the mi.type m~
8. smgle fonnal category.
33. But *-(I!)r was retained in the perfect and, at least in Anatolian, in the preterite
(= lDlperfect) of t~e hze-conjugation. The extent to which IndO-European may have
contrasted other prunary and secondary hze·endings is unclear.
U If:; is not. known whether paraJlel variants *·hzo and *-thzo once existed beside
*.hz~ all;d ··thze.in the first and second persons, respectively. The 3 pI. in *-ro, basically
m~~a.l In fune:tI.O:n. see~ to have a.:isen ~a.logically; cf. Die Sprache 23, 167 (1977).
One. pOSSibility which suggests Itself IS that the pre-IE endings ancestral to those
of the Ill1d~e and the hze-conjugation were originally used to characterize durstive, as
~~ as statlve and properly middle presents; 8 form like *molh ·e 'goes on grinding
~ In the p~~~ of F~' might t.hus o?ce have been opposed t~ an unmarked activ~
m1-'l1·~'h:.·tf, gnnds ..While of course conJect.ural, such an interpretation would accord
we!~ Wlth ~e se~tl~ of the majority o.f identifia.ble hze-presents.
In this way.It will be noted. h2e-conJugat.ion verbs would have acquired a potential
contrast between active and middle forms.
• 31 Since the e:a-~ *.0. un~e: this analysis, origina.ted in oxytone paradigms with no
mternaJ ablaut., It 18 not aurpnsmg that accentual immobility and apophonic invariance
have e,:,"e~here become hal.1marks of the middle proper. Note the contrast with the
hze.conJ?gatlon, wher~ the ~ccent was typically on the root in the singular. and inherited
alternatlOns were retained moo the dialectal period.

Assibllation in Anatolian
Hittite s not only represents IE 8 but may reflect an assibilated palatalized d 1 •
Hittite z may alternate with s in the same word z, but is also known to represent
a.n assibilated palatalized. t. Some words have initial s~ that seems to correspond to
initial laryngeal, notably suwais [swais] "bird"s and sankui- "nail""'. Other Hi.tt.
words with initial s- have been considered to show assibilation of initial palatal
"k'- in front of u and have been discussed in connection with the general problem of
sa-tem traits in Anatolian languages and HL oJuwa- "horse". Surna- "horn"- and
iuwana- "dog". A. Goetze suggested~ that assibilated k' may be found in Hitt.
suppi- "clean, pure, holy" (- *k'eubh.) and that suppala- "cattle" would contain
*(P)k'u-. suwa- "swell, :fill" would go back to *k'eu-. A. Kammenhuber6 followed
F. Sommer in not accepting k'u ~ 8'U for any An. language except HL. She derived
suwa- from *seu· and excluded k'u ~ su for suppi- and suppala- because palatal
k' Wa.'; not assibilated in ttkkusanu· (supposedly = Skt. diSdti)', even though she
acknowledged that u is secondary in this word, and also because sup· is +- *8Wep~~
and auel-, summama· belong together with Lat. .mere. These arguments are not
strong, and it would have been better to cite an example such as 'kunna- "right hand
side", if it belongs together with Skt. .fundm. In a contemporary articleS the opposite
road is tsken by H. G. Gtiterbock and E. P. Ramp, who accept A. Goetze's etymologies for suppi- a.nd suppala- and propose that Bitt. 8Uwaya- "to look" is related
to Kelt. 'lc'wey-8- (with OIr. C("lIandW pwyll- ·k'wei8l<i). suwant- "full" is compa.red with Skt. saSvant. Hitt. parklu, panku-s are thought of a.'; showing a blocking
of the expected assibilation by the aspiratiou (or laryngeal) of rill,.
G. R. Solta9 observed that Anatolian is not the only branch of IE that shows
assibilation ofpalatal (and paJatalizad) k' and cited the studies ofN. JokIlO for a similar
development in Albanian (affecting k'u-, "k'w- and kyu-) and the Gk. development
k1l)i _ till ("k'u ~ 8'U is not corresponded, in Alb., by a similar development g'h ~ 8.).
The u vowel was supposed to be a condition for the palatalization in Albanian and
Greek.
The mechanism of assibiIation has recently been described in an important chapter
of J. Foley, Foundations of Theoretical Phonology 12 (ch. 6). He tries, on the basis
1

Cf. *dyem
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Mkkar/zakkar.

~

aim.

3 Vocabulary 902/z I 15: iu-ya-ii = MUSEN.ei in HT 42 obv 2, 4. cr. StBoT 7.40.
, For both words, cf. J. Schindler. Die Sprache 15, 159-160.
• Language 30. 403-5.
• RHA 58, 1 sq.
.
1 ct. the etymology of J.Puhvel,/dekwsai-/ = Av. da:d-. based on A. Goetze, Language

27,471 (JAOS 94, 292).
• RHA 58. 22-25.
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Palatalisierung und LabialiSierung. IF 70. 276-315.
Melanges H. Pedersen (1937),127-161.
11 Of. W. S. Allen, Lingua 7, 116: l: before front vowel
prepalatal affricate ['f"].
12 Cambridge Linguistic Studies 20, 1977.
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